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Steampunktuation by David Anthony
The copper, tinged an umber green,
Fell twisting through the girded beams
In convalescent coils . A mass
Of pipe dreams course with soluble
Solutions none of which quite fit
The problem . Leaking ever more
In frequent pitterpatterns on the
Floor, where familiar mildew spots
Threw freckling faces fierce from rain,
The trickling plumbing of my brain.
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The Pattern Repeats by David Anthony
A pair of eyes that blush the robin red
And charm sweet smiles from all the nearby kids,
Your brows like sparrows with their wings outspread,
A flight of fancy perched above your lids .
Your nose is not a button but a knife,
A preview marking sharpness of your wit
That cuts , divides, and conquers without strife,
Still leaving all in stitches for a bit.
Your laugh is trembling , caught between your lips:
Soft portals op'ning to release your voice;
You speak in cursive curvy like your hips
And all around the daffodils rejoice .
Fair ribbons weave their way through curly locks1' m shy so all I see are argyle socks.
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Three Littte Pigs (The New Twist Version) by David Anthony
There once were three piggies with three types of wit
And three little wolves who were of the same knit.
The pigs were named Abel and Lincoln and Babe;
While the wolves were named Cain , Davis, and Sacrebleu .
(You thought that last line should have rhymed, didn 't you?)
Now after a dinner of slop and coleslaw
The youngest pig, Abel, built his house of straw
While his brother, Lincoln, got blueprints from hicks
And built himself a house out of stick-like bamboo.
(You think that that line should probably rhyme too?)
Old Babe was the wisest and bought mortar mix
And spent quite a while on his house made of bricks.
Just what were the wolves doing during all this?
They all went out to take a piscatory day.
(Well what did you think I was going to say?)
Now Cain came upon the house made of straw.
He started to chuckle which burst to guffaw.
His deep hearty laughter stirred up quite a wind
And poor little Abel's small house just caved in.
(This is my story; I'll tell it with my spin .)
Abel was quick and escaped to Lincoln's hut.
They sighed sighs of relief-thought they were safe, but
Cain and Davis showed up looking serious;
They huffed and they puffed and blew a wind furious .
(I watched the whole thing-guess I was curious .)
Able Abel and Lincoln ran fast to Babe
Screaming something sounding like " Mome raths outgrabe!"
They all hid in the house and cowered in fear
Waiting for inevitable to appear
(And what if the story had ended right here?)
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First Cain and then Davis and last Sacrebleu
Arrived at the doorstep of Babe's house all new.
Then Sacrebleu asked , like a fine gentleman,
" Oh please little pigs, won't you please let us in?"
(But the pigs shouted something ending with "Chin!")
Babe gathered his courage and shouted to all,
" Huff and puff all you want! My brick house won't fall!"
Sacrebleu smiled ; his eyes flashed with dark night,
Then he pulled from his pocket some dynamite.
(I covered my ears as he gave it a light.)
The wolves backed away from the little pigs' doom,
Bricks-instant dust at the sound of the KABOOM!
Sa crebleu started shrieking , " Die, piggies, die! "
(I th ought at that moment I was going to cry
'Til I saw three pig shapes way high in the sky
And that's when I realized that pigs could fly.)
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Aqueous - Noah Arsenault
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Deciduous - Noah Arsenault
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March 23, 2011 by Sarah Boone
I never knew until that storm how rain
can wash a ir clean so colors spring bright forth .
My sister's face was pale confused red pain .
We could do nothing , ran then , stumbling North .
Dark questions shouted at a gath ' ring sky
til hail in windy torrents fin' lly fell .
The ones we work with aren 't supposed to die
and turn to headlines mu ch too hard to spell :
"A married man his pregnant girlfriend killed ."
The trail turned corners leading through green spray
of fragrant life where misty valley stilled
us gasping sweeter air. Unfa ir storms play.
But then we saw atop the hill still loom
dark branches bright where flowers dared to bloom .
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Tennessee

by Erin

Brinkman

the cardinal is my prophet
with a message from god,
flying relentlessly into my window
si nee february.
i study his wings, the ruffled feathers,
his cracking beak:
what is he saying?
i close my window and watch
the bird beat itself to death
against the glass .
the boys brought
a gun to the office,
stashed it amid the umbrellas.
a mercy killing
the seraphim have no
feet and fly eternalthe ground is too holy for sandals.
they crash into polished window panes.
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Milk & Honey by Erin Brinkman
the white house commissioned its senators
to build glass orbs for the angels,
cage them in crystal balls .
their wings caught, they predict the future,
they promise us peace .
blown this way and that by the western wind .
papa, take me flying , up
in your hot air balloon,
far above
far away

far
the eldest daughter assumes blame,
the youngest carries the tea,
lemon sweet.
panopticon-my soul 's curtains wrenched open .
yet we inherit the earth .
bundle up your hair and start afresh .
the wash blows white
on the line, things
remembering how to flutter.
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Untitled by Juliet Cangelosi
I find my peace in day-lit mountains,
where the colors go to play.
The ringing truth of a wind-soft
Whisper
reaches through the day.
Though night does turn and tell me Darkness,
many moons descend
light will come and speak the morning, declare
the Dawn of
End.
now(rise)
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The Woods

by Chad Caroland
Part I

It was a warm June night when the shoes fell off of my feet.
When the sun's going down, it's the perfect kind of heat.
The forest was hung with Christmas light,
quite out of season, though the ambience was nice .
But the fireflies, didn't appreciate the fight.
The lady of the lake showed her teeth to me .
It wasn't a growl, but if it was a smile it was fake .
She said she wm the moon , and she would be watching over
me.
But since she left, it's like the sun never sinks,
it's like the mountains, have it out for me .
I climbed to the top of the tallest tree I could find .
For a way out of this hell-hole, a way out of these deadly
pines .
They wrapped their arms around me, and they tried to keep
me 1n .
I jumped from way up there, and I broke my shin .
And I broke my, spirits too .
Part II
I could not read my compass, for there was no light from the
day.
A nd the wolves were all dead silent, the moon she ran away.
I had to read the stars, in the sky they made a map .
But the dark clouds rolled in and they blacked out my path .
I realized the trees were all dead people, once foolish children just like me .
A nd the forest was a catacomb, the breadth of the sea .
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And the sound of mothers crying from the losing of their
young ,
was beating against my ears, like a stick upon a drum.

I knew I had to get out, and I knew it had to be soon ,
Or soon I would be lost here in the woods just like you.
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French Class by Hillary Eames
"Qu' est-ce que vous avez fait ce week-end?"
We await.
The silence to come
Could be gathered and stirred
avec une petite cuillere.
The tongue clicks like a slow gear,
.
.
.
.
1e, 1e, 1e, 1ethe sticky words lock like ancient chains .
Some answers come easy,
simple sentences like
ce week-end je suis allee au centre-ville
or j'ai fait la cuisine avec mes amis.
Simple stories, en anglais ,
that we tell almost everyday.
Mais aujourd'hui
l'horloge dons ma tete
tourne trop lentement
et j' ai oublie.
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Drinking Iced Tea by Hailey Faull
Some honey-sun contained in mason jars
Keeps bright the golden , lively dance of sun
and sings so sweet the clink of crystal ice
On glass-the Hopefulness of summer days .
The cloudy shade of separation between
Close friends is in this peaceful moment far
away. Delic ious sun means all the more:
We savor every sip and soak up light.
Our knees are toasting , golden hills that rise
And sit between long roads of salmon flesh
-our winter legs . Just like diadromous
Road signs , they signal changes , pink to gold.
They signal changes , brave and red as fish
Who struggle, die, to jump up waterfalls
From salt to fresh , without knees , joints, or legs .
Yet here we seem from bloody journeys far,
Though we confess our hearts do bitterly
Feel changes. Even as a melty butter-sun
Drips glitter from our knees to calves to thighs,
A sizzling , roasting pain of fire takes place
Perhaps one day our hearts will glitter too
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Fall, Again by Cliff Foreman
The backside of an autumn leaf,
dull and dusty on the ground ,
hides its purple face-burning the soil
like Whitman 's corpses, fueling the grass .
I tilt my head and see the few survivors in the trees .
Why this carnage, all of this decay?
The yearly death-defying carnival of fallWhat am I to make of this display?
Year after year after year, I watch them fall .
The weather turns ; the skies turn gray and cold
Tens of thousands fall in the w ind and rain ;
No longer mere confetti , they crumble to the dust.
The last few flutter down , like broken birds .
Their bloody red becomes brown bread-broken for us .
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Taking It In

by Cliff Foreman

I'm okay-I'm taking it all in .
All the rust and rot
And every pallet of the fallen world
The gray of winter and the pallor of despair1'm walking by and I' m taking it inThe look of death, the glory of the trash
The complete glossary of decayI spread my profligate admiration .
And so it's just okay1
I don t need anything
I' m taking it all in .
I' m drifting through the city like a ghost.
I see it all
And everybody smiles
As I drift by.
And even if I knew that they were all in danger,
There ' d be nothing I could say
Because I'd be a ghost, you seeOr rather what I'd be you couldn 't seeAnd then they wouldn't hear me anyway
And that would be okay.
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Tomorrow

by Emmett Gienapp

Let's pretend for a moment that we were
Laughing. Playing with each other's hair
as the sun lazed through its final chores.
We lounged after dinner. Coffee and
ice cream . You scolded me for my cigarette
and I got better at changing the subject.
We sat there through seasons and their
revolution . Growing older - Never diminishing .
That moment would have been best.
Those memories would fill me . Like cicada
song would fill our ears . Like your frame
would fill my arms . Like longing never was
or could be . This would be brightest.
Instead, we crawl the carpet in darkness
and regret. Collecting shards of a bedside
lamp . Nursing some cuts .
And fearing tomorrow.
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Minnesota

by Graham

LePage

So even the simple things will fade away
like falling into sleep, and let us mourn
that rest can be a lonely comfort. Soft
and still , our breath , to steal a little life
like cookies from the jar: sweet oatmeal sin.
The everlasting summer sunset dims
though all the kids were long since sent to bed,
pajama sh irts and wet blonde hair, to fall
asleep , hands cool beneath their pillows . Rugs
and cards , and birthday poem theatre
so even the simple things will fade away
to gold or grey. Split pine, roast beef, and joy;
in loss there is no good advice to give,
no toast or cereal to start the day.
The quiet only, just an empty seat.
I cut the grass again with pine sap stains
on khaki pants, awaiting lunch , some roast
beef stew with bread . And so our time will come.
With rest, and love and humble sweat, and knead
this life like dough. How patient love is sad.
for even the simple things will fade away.
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The Locust And The Cactus Flower by Graham LePage
yet stone worn feet have walked before
with blood and sweat and desert faith
till stumbling jumbled bones be more
so stark sharp ribs which honor for
the sole warm soul 's compan ion wraith
yet stone worn feet have walked before
with callous humble hands, not poor
though owning nothing , hopeful slave
till stumbling jumbled bones be more
such painful grace to love a whore
a pure odd monk must thus behave
yet stone worn feet have walked before
the priestly prophet through death 's door
three days and forty nights the grave
till stumbling jumbled bones be more
ascetic logic, holy gore :
that tortured flesh our souls should save
yet stone worn feet have walked before
till stumbling jumbled bones be more
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Untitled by Andrew Mollenkof
Sometimes I think it's hard to go on living, it's heavy, even
when I'm happy.
The backs of my eyes are dry and tired flashing visions of
places I've been .
And these visions, these dreams, they change and twist and
make my head electric and pulsing. I've tried to carve and
stretch my head a million ways to change the way I think . But
a million little ideas have swam and clamored into my skull
and its seams are tense and shuddering. And there are friends
I've had that have let these things , objects and pictures of
objects, change their whole demeanor, hoping to be happy.
They let anything in their hearts, so they don't have to think,
and feel and breathe heavy sighs, sighs that admit that they,
like everyone else, have bodies, bodies that are rotting . But I
don't want to be like my friends and I've often tried a different
way, even though I don 't grasp its full meaning . My heads too
big and my hearts too small and so try to love, and I try and I
love, without lifting a finger, and my big head wonders if my
small heart actually means anything by it at all. This war of
cigarettes and late night novels, of pints of beer and boiling
blood , th is war of attrition between my skinny heart and lazy
hands has me fixed and uncertain like a bayonet that doesn't
wish to kill . All this loss, failure and uncertainty is inevitable
and yet, this , all of it, whatever it is, is messy and shaky, and I
promise I don 't want to sell a single trembling moment of it.
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I Like The Mountains Echo by Andrew Mollenkof
I think about you and how your eyes are like green veils that
mask the hallways into your being . Eyes like a forest, deep
and with profound stillness at every turn . Worn branches that
have seen many things , and known .
Some people make light of poetic virtue calling it foolish , as if
it's worth little more than vice . Poetry is a vehicle for describing wonder, wonder that only the writer knows how to express,
and delight that is wholly their own . To read poetry is to hear
someone else's delight and then feel it resound in yourself.
I want to tell you beautiful things and I want them to resound
for you. What does the sea shell hum for the unexpectant ear?
And why the mountain cries " lonely" with every echo . And yet
what silly thought conceived in haste . Here I am , a boy, and
who determines when I have become a man? And you , you
are exact and precise, like the only exclamation point a great
author ever used . I've heard your voice and it resounds for me .
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Untitled - Catherine Mullins
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Sign Of Jonah by Hunter Rasmussen
The Queen of the South rises from within,
Baring litheness and pretty, turning teeth At once concealed behind bowing , pursing,
Blinking into honey-dripping assurance .
And, oh, what honey, so sweet, so biting.
Brushing soft against his neck, kissing ;
He passes through her lips . She swallows
Him whole, as the leviathan of the earth.
Summer and autumn and winter pass - she dances,
Rules, coming from the corners of my heart.
Spring bears unto her poppies and seppuku :
I fall upon the blade of proverbs with her.
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Blinds by Wilson Ricketts
Slats of sun paralleled , dusted ,
stacked ;
one on another like planks in a yard.
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Gamecube Christmas by Carolyn Schipper
I have lost them to the screen
To this pitiless machine
They sit enshackled, facing forward
With looping chains of thin black cord
There they slump, hunched of spine
And never raise their eyes to mine
Eyes that used to dance green, dance brown
Now never glance up and never glance down
If I speak once , they rarely reply
So I brush away tears, release a small sigh
Retreat to my solitude, conceal these cares
Concerning the two vacant corpses downstairs
But at night when I steal to their cold moonlit rooms
See their fingers twitch as they lay in their tombs
Lips softly whispering their virtual dreams
Even in sleep, these their dominant themes
And when daylight disrupts their feverish repose
Downstairs the light of the TV soon glows
And all through the day- here sits one, there the other
All that remains of my sister and brother
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Sunday Worship by Grace Sharrar
Choral voices rise as silken thread
Weaving cobweb songs tangling overhead
Settling beauty on us like a gossamer net
In the instant of a breathe our ears are met
With a waning woman's song-whispers that mirror
This praise - the joy and holy fear Her winnowing echoes disappear
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Coccoon

by Grace Sharrar

We grow in confined compartments
Filled with the itchy scratch of being
Beauty and something bigger
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Till Death

by Grant Thomas

Till death do us part
But I died today
I love you a lot
When you're not in my way

Till death do us part
But lets part today
I think to myself
But I do not then say

Till death do us part
I won 't love today
When the going 's tough
I will then go my way

Till death do us part
But I die everyday
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Modern Hals # 1 - Grant Thomas
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Untitled #3 - Grant Thomas
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Modern Hals #5 - Grant Thomas
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Verbal Blunder by Silas Tippens
No!
That was simply a slip of the tongue .
Is it too late for me to play along?
I fear I' m no longer as mysterious,
As wise , and as fearless
As I've implied myself to be .
I've revealed my true colors .
I' ll soon be discovered .
Thi s shall show my sheer stupidity!
'Tis time to hang up my hat and accept this mistake
Since it seems I don ' t quite have what it takes
To fool these fools how non-foolish I am .
If only th ings had gone according to plan
For I have heard it said :
He who knows , does not speak .
He who speaks , does not know.
I had taken this to heart,
And so my heart I would never show.
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She Was Peculiar And She Was Me by Shari Watson
Today I found what makes me happy and it took me for a spin
I walked up to the front porch and it took me far within
I saw the pond and felt the w ind, oh how I've missed this
feeling
Like nothing was hidden and the sun was just beg inning
I could hear the flapping of wings and the rustling of nearby
leaves
I saw the clouds turn in the approaching sunset eve
Memories flooded as I walked around remembering a little
·
girl whose heart was full of dreams
She would make faces in the peering glass never knowing if
on the other side, another gleamed .
She was vibrant and she was free
She was peculiar and she was me
Near the water she would sing and dance
The poor ducks waddling in fright never had a fighting
chance
She would twirl, run, and then leap
She would proudly jump off rocks w ith both of her feet
Not a care was carried in her soul
For it was carried by One who knew the future would take its
toll
From the pond I went up the stairs and saw a case of windows
They tra p ped in rays of gold dust and showed a grand sight
of my Grandmother Willow
Her leaves greener than a rich meadow between the hills
Beckon ed me to come and whisper my day's earthly thrills
I saw the Chief's daughter do it so why not I?
O nly d ifference w a s that squirrels would throw pecans in my
eyes
Ye s, G ra nd mother W illow was a great pecan tree but she
spoke to me none the less
During storms she swayed tall and strong protecting our house
as if it were one of her nest
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From my Grandmother I went to my dreams and climbed a
great ridge
Over the steep stood a mountain that stretched across the sky
like a rigid bridge
On its back was a castle that was grounded amongst the
clouds
I said I would live there before I knew I was already bound
From its peak I can see where the sun would always go and
hide
When I would look for it from my lace covered window inside
This is where the river led me to begin
I've become a leaf mindfully flowing down its bend
Mountain tops covering the distant canvas
My heart knows it was meant to be more than a burst of madness
This beautiful mess will rise up from its ashes and claim a path
that is worthy
He' ll come searching for me with all that is mercy
When I had awoken I realized it was the perfect day
I went to the edge of the bridge and threw all of my cares
away
Whatever is true and lovely, I will hold onto such things
Let it be a sea of stars that pronounce the strength of His
wings
Did I tell you that I saw you near the pond that day?
You were right on the edge of my skin although you were
many light years away
May I always remember that when dark winds blow
It is You who shields my heart and stores me down below
I am always safe in the depths of Your might
Not once have I ever left your sight
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